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Introduction 

 

Many small and some medium companies with limited or no internal IT resources don't want to deal with the 

hassle of popping tapes in and out, running cleaning jobs, assigning backup staff to take over tape duties when 

the main person is on vacation, remembering to return offsite tape backup tapes, etc. Companies are more 

than glad to use the power of the Internet to have simple, easy-to-use backup solution that eliminates many 

of these problems and gives peace of mind should disaster strike. 

Secure4Sure Managed Backup Solution provides the following features: 
 

� It supports secure 128-bit, 256-bit all the way up to ultra-secure military-grade 448-bit Blowfish encryption.  

Only customer can access data.  If encryption key is forgotten the data can never be retrieved. 

� "LocalSpeedVault" which allows you to backup your files to local storage, whether it's the local computer or a 

network file share resource. The benefit of this is faster restores or if Internet connectivity is lost, you still have 

the ability to recover from the LocalSpeedVault. 

� Easy it to get started, add computers and network shares to backup. 

� Backups are stored for 28 days (versioning). 

� Daily email notification reports; can also be set for a specific days. 

� Restoring a file was very easy to do and as previously mentioned, users can do it themselves without IT staff 

intervention. You can choose to manually navigate the directory structure to locate the file(s) you need to 

restore or you can use the nifty 'Search in backup' feature which allows you to enter all or part of a filename. 

� True Delta Technology for super-fast back up.  Data is compressed to 70% of actual size to reduce bandwidth 

consumption and improve performance.  Restores (which is what really matters in a crisis) are “lightning fast” !!. 

� Supports Microsoft Exchange, Sharepoint, Oracle applications, SQL, MySQL. 

� Works across virtualized environments – VMware and Hyper-V. 

� True Delta Technology for super-fast back up 

� HIPAA compliance-ready software 

Secure4Sure managed backup solution is ideal for small and some medium companies and has specially 

designed programs for consultants and freelance technicians.   
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Call and find out how we can work together to reduce your customers’ risk of data loss and add another 

revenue stream to your business model. 
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The report below is emailed daily to the designated email addresses. 

 
 

Screen shot below shows how simple it is to select data to be backed up. 

 
 


